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Scimitar Propellers By Leslie J. Trigg, EAA 10001 2201 Wendy Way, Manhattan Beach, Calif. OME PROPELLER talk may be of interest to readers of SPORT AVIATION. The attached picture shows two Sspecial "Scimitar" propellers that were custom made for a high performance light twin that I expect you will be hearing a great deal about. This letter discusses features of the propeller which may be of interest to EAA members. I believe that these propellers combine the very best state-of-the-art in fixed pitch propeller design refinement for high performance light aircraft.



As you know, for high speed aircraft, fixed pitch propellers have the disadvantage of inhibiting the rpm during takeoff and climb, and thereby limit the power, if they are pitched to not over-rev at cruise or top speed. The scimitar propeller alleviates the situation to some extent. Characteristically, at constant throttle, the value of thrust force increases as the airplane decreases air speed. This characteristic of increasing thrust as air speed decreases is used to bend forward the curved "scimitar" blade at low air speed, thereby reducing the pitch and minimizing this rpm spread. As a matter of interest, the slow turning high torque propellers of World War I vintage were "scimitared" for BIOGRAPHY ABOUT THE AUTHOR



(By Al Trefethen) Les Trigg joined our EAA Chapter about o year and a half ago after he and his wife, quite by accident, happened into our EAA dinner meeting at the Thunderbird Hotel at which we were recapping Goodyear Trophy Race activities.



John Thorp, George Owl and Art Williams recognized Les, and as a result, Les added to the experiences told by the others there, his experiences with propeller designs for Goodyear Trophy Racers during his five years as Chief Engineer at Sensenich. While there Les designed over 200 propellers, many of which became standard equipment on Stinson, Piper, Cessna, Aeronca, Taylorcraft, Swift, Culver, Luscombe, Mooney, and other factory produced airplanes. Previously (1941-1945) Les had been working on propeller calculations and flight testing at Hamilton Standard under George Rosen, Chief Aerodynamicist.



At the Cleveland Air Races in 1947 Les loaned a Sensenich prop of his design to Steve Wittman, with which Bill Brennand, in Steve's airplane, took first place. Steve had cracked his own fragile wood "scimitar" just before the race. The following year (1948) Fish Salmon won the race with a Cosmic Wind pulled by a prop designed by Les. Many of the close runners-up also had props designed by Les. Although Les has been employed in the business of rocket engines and GSE development at Aerojet and Space Technology Laboratories for the post 12 years he has kept his hand in by designing wind tunnel fans and various propellers for homebuilts and drones for U.S. Propellers, Inc. Recently John Thorp introduced Les to George Wing and Lorry Heuberger of Transland Aircraft. Les says that he had wanted for a long time to try some ideos from Goodyear Trophy experience for on advanced racing prop. The special requirements of the Transland airplane gave him the chance to project engineer the prop described in this article.



another reason. The high torque associated with the lower rpms used then had a much stronger tendency to bend the blade backwards (in the plane of rotation). The centrifugal force acted to straighten the curved blade, thereby tending to oppose the backward bending forces introduced by the high torque, thereby reducing the bending load in the blade. A limitation is imposed on the amount of "curve-back" by the stresses in the blade. One must be very careful in applying the curved planform because the high stresses, introduced by the strong centrifugal field, tending to straighten the blades may cause failure and a blade failure can have catastrophic consequences. For example, the tips of this propeller are subjected to 7900 Gs at design rpm. Weight unbalance introduced by loss of a blade fragment is multiplied by a factor on a rotating propeller equal to the G value. The propellers shown in the photo exhibited no change in rpm at full throttle between 60 and 160 mph indicated airspeed on Al Trefethen's Sport Air, although the prop is under-size for Trefethen's ship. It has 62 in. diameter narrow blade as compared with the 63% in. diameter medium width blade normally used. Performance was excellent.



This propeller was designed for the following airplane engine characteristics: 1. High performance—around 220 mph at 115 bhp at 3000 rpm at SL (unsupercharged). 2. Severe diameter limitation, 62 in., imposed by compact design of airplane. 3. Need for adequate single engine climb performance. On a twin engine, high speed airplane, this means two main propeller problems. First, it means that the operating propeller must perform efficiently at the slow air speed associated with single engine climb without compromising cruise performance. Second, during single engine operation the inoperative windmilling or braked propeller must present minimum drag. Note the relatively narrow blade. This will keep drag of the inoperative propeller to a minimum. Advantages of the scimitar blade over the straight blade for a fixed pitch propeller are summarized below: 1. Higher propeller tip speeds are permissible before sonic losses begin to occur (as with a swept wing). (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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SCIMITAR PROPELLERS . . . (Continued from page 29)



2. Smaller change in rpm with change in air speed



at fixed throttle because changing thrust operates to change pitch by bending blade in the desired direction.



3. The blade can be made with thinner sections which are more efficient aerodynamically without introducing flutter. When a blade flutters it suffers both severe aerodynamic performance losses and excessive structural loads. Of course, the constant speed full feathering propeller with properly designed blades will give a better performance, except that constant speed propellers are not available in this size class and suitable engine adaptations for them are not generally available on engines in this power range. Also, the fixed pitched propellers have several obvious advantages which include lower initial and maintenance costs, lower weight, higher reliability and greater simplicity of installation and operation. This fixed pitch propeller weighs 12.8 Ibs., around one-third the weight of a constant speed, full feathering prop, when the weight of the governor, feathering control, engine adaptations, and cockpit controls are included.



peller, using the above method, is around $700. If purchased in quantities of 100, using the above method of manufacturing, the cost per propeller, including administrative costs, would still be $500. However, if 300 propellers are manufactured from die forgings the cost per propeller would be less than $200. With larger quantities, the price could be further reduced to perhaps $150 per propeller. We are interested in determining whether a sufficient market exists to justify investing in the forging die and tooling. The market would be primarily in the homebuilt field because existing commercially produced airplanes generally do not have sufficiently high performance and compact size to justify need for this propeller design, although it would prove useful perhaps in some special applications where the air speed is reasonably high and the rpm is quite low. We would like to request that any SPORT AVIATION readers who are interested in this propeller write to us at the following address: Leslie J. Trigg, 2201 Wendy Way, Manhattan Beach, Calif. The following information should be included in the letter: 1. Engine manufacturer and model



2. BHP and propeller rpm



This propeller will be subjected to additional flight testing in the next few months, probably resulting in some additional refinements, although the basic configuration will remain as shown in the photos.



3. Pusher or tractor (this propeller is right-hand rotation which means that it rotates clockwise when viewed from the slipstream)



Some EAA members may want to know whether the propeller would be beneficial on their airplane, and if so how one can be obtained. The propeller can be manufactured by two general methods, by machining from solid blocks or by die forgings. The first two propellers were machine carved from solid rectangular hand forgings and hand finished. In quantities of 10, the cost per pro-



5. Allowable diameter.



4. Estimated maximum speed of airplane If EAA members will send the above information, we will determine whether this propeller can be used successfully on their airplanes. If so, we will send additional information.



An Aero Engine Fraud Scylinder, in an aviation advertising paper which offered two30 hp aircraft engines at the fascinating price EVERAL MONTHS ago some advertisements appeared



of $89.00 each, brand new.



SPORT AVIATION'S editors have been looking into this remarkable bargain in such ways as have been open to them and can now report that they are extremely glad the same advertising did not appear in SPORT AVIATION.



At the Rockford Fly-In last August we heard of no



less than five different EAA members who had sent checks to the advertiser involved and had never heard from him again, much less seen anything of any engines. This rather contirmed a feeling of suspicion which had been in your editors' minds after having seen the brochure which the promoter was sending out. It showed an engine which seemed surely to date from the 1920s, what with heavy cooling fins, open rocker arms and valve



springs, low compression, etc. It appeared to be something like the English ABC Scorpion. Yet the brochure described it as being a special engine designed and built 30



DECEMBER 1962



for drone use; it just did not look like the sort of small, high-speed engine which would be used in drones. We have now got the whole story, thanks to an alert member from Ohio, who sends us a clipping from the Phoenix (Arizona) Gazette dated Oct. 15, 1962. It says:



"A man known locally as Theodore Parker was in federal custody here on charges of failing to produce the light aircraft engines he had advertised at $89 and $119 apiece. The engines, according to Postal Inspector D. C. Marshall of Pueblo, Colo., were supposedly built in an assembly line plant of Aeromotive Engineering at 1746 W. Van Buren. But, according to Marshall, who was in charge of the investigation, he could not find either engines or assembly plant when he visited that address nor 1806 W. Van Buren, which Aeromotive Engineering also maintained. Parker—whose correct name is Keith G. Seidensticker—was arrested late Friday on mail fraud charges at his 1741 W. Jefferson home, Marshall said. In his appearance before U.S. Commissioner Carey B. Wilson today, Seidensticker, 49, was placed in custody under $10,000 bail". A
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Propellers for Light Aircraft - Size 

Propellers For Light Aircraft. By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618. Reprinted in part from the magazine CANADIAN AVIATION. For engines of 40 hp and up, ...
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Gear or Direct Drive Propellers - Size 

Feb 14, 1973 - sent maximum torque and maximum horsepower ratings in different forms. ..... I like to cruise, weather conditions permitting. This pro- peller has ...
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Why The S Curve In Propellers? - Size 

It explains the underlying principle of Steve Wittman's famous "scimitar" .... lie on a zig-zag line and you can imagine the internal strains! Now I'm satisfied. I know ...
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Application of Wooden and Metal Propellers - Size 

Nov 16, 1973 - best Sensenich racing props get close to 90% but few commercial fixed ..... beam in the laboratory is three times or more greater than can be ...
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Propellers 

Jul 10, 1970 - of direct-drive, fixed-pitch propellers ... reserve power that they are commonly ... desired airspeed? Fig. .... percent for each ten-percent increase ... ratio. As Fig. 1 shows, the higher the design airspeed the lower the propeller.
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Propellers 

Jul 10, 1970 - sidered and with the test data upon ... shows test data for angles down to ... 1 is intended to answer that ... The question naturally arises as to .... And this considers only the centrifugal for- ces. Bending and twisting stresses ..
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Sensenich Propellers 

rings. A customer needs a prop for a. Porterfield, a Ryan STA or a Welch. OW6M (we don't know what ... The central hub hold is bored out then a drilling fixture is ...
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Sensenich Propellers 
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Building Four Bladed Propellers 

painstaking project. What I consider to .... A Zenair Cricket is still under construction in his ... their projects - Aeronca C-3, Cessna. 120.140A, Pitts Special, ...
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Homebuilding of Propellers 

(Cartoon by Tom Hurley). This is not the only way to carve a prop and .... Attached is a drawing of the jig. It worked fine for me. A. WINS ATTACH PLATES.
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wood propellers - raanz 

DOC#: WOOD-CF-REV-A.DOC 5-20-04. Sensenich ... static friction. That is, the ... Basic diameter in inches. Designates ... assumes that the threads of the bolts, nuts, or drive ... spinner screws per spinner installation ... friction between the prope
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Propellers for Light Aircraft - PDFHALL.COM 

GRAIN: Direction of face groin to lost dimension. PRICE EXTRAS: For quantities less than 5 sheets, add $2.00 per shipment for bundling. ON ORDERS OF 25 ...
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Propellers and Performance 

which will let the engine turn full throttle in level flight without overspeeding, it is ... peller will screw itself ahead in one full revolution. Thus 5 ft. x 2500 = 12,500 ft.
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Building Four Bladed Propellers 

This is extremely important in obtaining good glue lines. fiberglass, Kevlar or carbon fiber, the strength of the wood used will not be a factor except at the hub.
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Aluminum Propeller Applications - Sensenich Propellers 

Aero Commander 100. Lycoming O-320 /150. 74DM6-0-60. 74 inches. Aeronca 11AC. Continental A-65 / 65. 74CK-0-46. 74 inches. 2100-2250. 72.5 inches. 1.
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VARI-SIZE VARI-SIZE VARI-SIZE - hubbellcdn.com 

TWIST-LOCK y de PATAS RECTAS. 1. NOTICE: For installation by a qualified electrician in accordance with national and local electrical codes and the following ...
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Measuring the Geometry of Propellers 

the radius and if all airfoils would have a flat lower side, then ... edge of the propeller, before the felt tip color has dried. Doing the same at the trailing edge leaves you with two traces on the ... method - the error is around 1 percent of the.
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Gear or Direct Drive Propellers 

Feb 14, 1973 - Manchester, Conn. and. James A. Herndon (EAA 27889). 3 Country Lane. Simsbury, Conn. Jl HERE HAVE BEEN many articles written on.
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Care and Maintenance of Wooden Propellers 

"Mirador", Rose Mead, Lake, Sandown, Isle of Wight, England. Following the ... dark. Oddly enough, these people usually are only too keen to hang an old prop on the den ... AT EXTREME TIP. The method of sheathing a plain propeller using.
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Why The S Curve In Propellers? 

By Bob Whittier invented in Malaya where they have some ..... outline to suit our fancy and fitted the several blade sec- tions within this contour, their centers of ...
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Propellers for the 1192-cc. Volkswagen Engine 

Jul 10, 1970 - by Stanley A. Hall (EAA 10883) ... sidered and with the test data upon ..... 3000-. 2.500-. 1000-. 1500 --150. 1000 - 100. 40. Static rpm, cruise ...
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wood propellers: installation, operation, & maintenance integral flange 

INTEGRAL FLANGE. CRANKSHAFTS ... â€œGâ€�: glass fabric tipping. â€œUâ€�: synthetic leading edge ... Check track of the blade tips by rotating the tips past some fixed ...Missing:
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HARTZELL PROPELLER INC. SERVICE BULLETIN Propellers Blade 

May 12, 1998 - (3) Turn the low pitch stop screw in 2-1/3 turns. This will increase the low pitch angle from 10.5Â° to 13.8Â°. (4) Tighten jam nut and torque to 15 ...
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